I visited Munich Germany for working with colleagues in Belle2 from Max Planck Institute of Physics, which is one of the most famous scientific institute in the world. Prof.Moser and Prof.Kiesling welcomed me warmly and kindly assigned me some resources to start my work on our common interested topics --- studying time-dependent CP violation of B mesons decay.

I also took the chance to attend the Young Scientists Workshop held by MPG of Germany in Ringberg, in which a beautiful castle we lived in for a week. There I did a lot of communications within and outside our group from different fields of physics, enjoyed good food and mountain view of alps. During the Christmas, I visited Paris and Berlin, and really stunned by their historical attractions.

Finally, I would say it is a truly an open-minded dispatch for me. It helped proceed my research and boost the cooperation for both side, and more importantly, make me some talented and honest friends in the science community.